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Introduction 
This   is   a   submission   to   the   DCCAE   consultation   on   the   Design   and   Implementation   of   a   Renewable   Heat 
Incentive   (RHI)   in   Ireland,   in   response   to   the   consultation   document   issued   on   26   January   2017 . 1

The   submission   is   made   by   Professor   Barry   McMullin,   of   Dublin   City   University,   as   co-Principal 
Investigator   (co-PI)   of   the   IE-NETs   research   project,   which   is   studying   the   potential   for   the   use   of 
so-called    negative   emissions   technologies    in   Ireland.   IE-NETs   is   a   two   year,   medium   scale   project, 
funded   by   the   Environmental   Protection   Agency   (EPA   grant   number   2016-CCRP-MS.36).   The   project 
formally   started   in   January   2017,   and   is   a   collaboration   between   DCU   and   Trinity   College   Dublin.   The 
TCD   co-PI   is   Professor   Mike   Jones.   For   the   purposes   of   this   submission,   Prof.   McMullin   serves   as   the 
IE-NETs   contact . 2

The   Global   Climate   Action   Context 
The   parties   to   the   UNFCCC   Paris   Agreement   have   committed   to   the   goals   of   limiting   global   average 
temperature   increase   to   “well   below   2 o C”   over   pre-industrial   levels,   and   taking   actions   to   attempt   to 
respect   a   lower   limit   of   +1.5 o C   over   pre-industrial.   These   goals   are   based   on   the   best   available   scientific 
assessment   of   likely   severe   risks   of   dangerous   climate   change   on   a   very   widespread   global   basis   if 
these   temperature   limits   are   exceeded.   Failing   to   achieve   these   goals   would   raise   very   real   potential   for 
climate   change   impacts   that   could   overwhelm   any   possibility   of   effective   adaptation.   This   would   be 
initially   manifested   on   a   localised   basis   in   the   most   climate   vulnerable   regions,   but   would   expand 
relatively   quickly   to   have   devastating   global   effects. 

The   Intergovernmental   Panel   on   Climate   Change   (IPCC),   in   its   most   recent   (fifth)   assessment   report 
(AR5),   presented   a   large   set   of   emissions   scenarios   that   would   have   some   reasonable   chance   of 
satisfying   the   Paris   temperature   goals.   Unfortunately,   the   vast   majority   of   these   scenarios   currently   rely 
on   assuming   early   technical   availability   and   very   large   deployment   of   technologies   to   actively   remove 
CO 2    from   the   atmosphere   and   place   it   in   secure   long   term   (millennial   scale)   storage.   On   these   scenarios, 
such   negative   emissions   technologies   (NETs)   would   need   to   be   already   beginning   to   operate   at 
significant   scale   no   later   than   c.   2030,   and   grow   rapidly   in   deployment   thereafter. 

While   there   are   a   variety   of   potential   negative   emissions   technologies   being   studied   internationally,   the 
currently   best-developed   proposal   is   to   use   biomass   cultivation   to   remove   CO 2    from   air,   and   then   use 
combustion   of   this   biomass   to   release   thermal   energy   (which   may   be   used   directly,   or,   more   usually,   for 
generation   of   electricity),   combined   with   carbon   capture   of   the   bulk   of   the   re-generated   CO 2    from   the 
post-combustion   gases,   and   long   term   (millennial   scale)   storage   of   this   CO 2    in   stable   geological 
reservoirs.   This   combination   of   bioenergy   (BE)   with   carbon   capture   and   storage   (CCS)   is   conventionally 
referred   to   as   BECCS.   Under   certain   (demanding)   overall   system   performance   conditions,   it   is   believed 
that   such   a   scheme   can   achieve   positive   energy   output   (whether   thermal,   electrical,   or   both)   while   also 
demonstrating   net   negative   CO 2    emissions,   as   assessed   on   a   full   lifecycle   basis. 

However,   BECCS   and   other   negative   emissions   schemes   remain   highly   speculative.   Meanwhile,   the 
remaining   atmospheric   capacity   to   absorb   CO 2 ,   consistent   with   any   given   level   of   long   term   warming   (the 
so   called   “global   carbon   budget”)   is   being   rapidly   depleted.   At   current   emission   rates,   the   budget   for 
warming   of   +1.5 o C   may   be   already   exhausted   in   less   than   five   years;   the   budget   for   even   a   66%   chance 
of   remaining   below   +2 o C   would   be   exhausted   well   before   2040.   The   most   critically   important   climate 
action   imperative   is   therefore   to   rapidly   reduce   absolute   emissions   (not   merely   emissions   “intensity”)   of 
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all   greenhouse   gases,   but   especially   of   CO 2 .   Nonetheless,   given   the   severe   difficulties   being 
experienced   in   achieving   rapid,   global,   reductions   in   emissions,   prudent   policy   design   should   ensure 
that,   as   far   as   possible,   all   options   for   future   deployment   of   negative   emissions   technologies   should    also 
be   kept   open.   Because   of   the   potential   role   of   BECCS,   in   particular,   this   presents   a   very   special   policy 
perspective   on   any   bioenergy   development   and   expansion.   This   specifically   including   any   scheme,   such 
as   the   proposed   Renewable   Heat   Incentive,   that   might   have   the   effect   of   making   multi-decade 
commitments   to   particular   bioenergy   based   infrastructure. 

The   Potential   Interaction   of   an   RHI   and   BECCS 
The   immediate   motivation   for   an   RHI   in   Ireland   arises   from   the   EU   2009   Renewable   Energy   Directive, 
and   the   corresponding   specific   renewable   energy   penetration   targets,   applicable   at   member   state   level 
for   2020.   However,   it   cannot   be   emphasised   too   strongly   that   the    only    substantive   rationale   for   the 
Renewable   Energy   Directive   is   as   a   specific   contribution   to   the   mitigation   of   greenhouse   gas   emissions, 
specifically   CO 2    from   fossil   fuel   combustion.      Accordingly,   an    overriding    criterion   for   evaluating   any   RHI 
scheme   design   must   be   the   extent   to   which   it   supports   or   is   compatible   with   the   most   rapid   possible 
transition   to   a   zero,   and   ultimately   negative,   emissions   energy   system.   This   transition   will   be   immensely 
difficult,   and   will   obviously   not   be   completed   by   2020:   but   an   RHI   scheme   deployed   now   will   certainly 
incentivise   and   lock   in   capital   infrastructure   with   lifetimes   extending   to   at   least   2035   or   2040.   It   therefore 
certainly   has   the   potential,   if   appropriately   designed,   to   strongly   support   that   urgent   energy   system 
transition;   but   conversely,   if   poorly   designed   (with   a   short   term   focus   dominated   by   the   2020   renewable 
penetration   target),   could   easily   make   the   decarbonisation   transition   much   more   difficult   (and   certainly 
much   more   expensive). 

BECCS   relies   on   the   ability   to   capture   and   store   CO 2    following   combustion   of   biomass   or   biofuel.   CCS 
requires   the   use   of   large   scale,   fixed,   capture,   pipeline,   and   storage   infrastructure.   It   cannot   be   applied   to 
mobile   combustion   sources   (e.g.,   combustion   engine   vehicles),   and   would   be   entirely   cost   prohibitive   for 
small   scale   fixed   combustion   sources   (domestic   or   even   moderate   scale   industrial   boilers). 

There   is   clearly   a   very   constrained   capacity   for   bioenergy   cultivation,   globally,   regionally   (EU)   and 
nationally.   Any   possible   expansion   of   bioenergy   cultivation   has   to   be   very   carefully   considered   in   the 
context   of   food   security   in   the   first   instance,   but   secondly   also   in   relation   to   wider   environmental   impacts 
(on   biodiversity,   ecosystems   stability,   water   resource   availability   etc.).   Accordingly,   it   is   critically   important 
that   all   bioenergy   usage   be   managed   to   maximise   the   potential   contribution   to   the   absolute   mitigation   of 
energy   related   greenhouse   gas   emissions.   In   policy   design   to   date   (specifically   including   the   current   RHI 
consultation   document)   this   has   generally   be   viewed   exclusively   through   the   lens   of   simply   displacing 
fossil   fuel   combustion,   on   the   basis   that   this   would   certainly   reduce   the   emissions   intensity   of   energy 
production,   and,   in   idealised   conditions   (never   actually   realised)   might   approach   “carbon   neutrality”   or 
“zero   carbon”   energy   supply.   However,   as   detailed   in   the   previous   section,   on   the   basis   of   the   already 
agreed   Paris   temperature   goals,   and   the   compatible   IPCC   AR5   emissions   scenarios,   even   “zero   carbon” 
energy   is   no   longer   an   adequate   objective.   We   must   actually   strive   for   “carbon   negative”   energy   sources, 
wherever   possible .   That   means   specifically   that,   from   here   on,   all   proposed   bioenergy   utilisation   must   be 
evaluated   for   its   compatibility   with   BECCS.   Any   schemes   that   would   have   the   effect   of   locking   out   CCS 
should   be   strictly   avoided.   That   is,   support   should    not    be   provided   for   bioenergy   deployment   in   any 
mobile   application   (combustion   engine   vehicle)   or   small   scale   (certainly   anything   less   than   the   ETS 
threshold   of   20MW)   combustion   plant   that   has   a   significant   (decade   or   longer)   lifetime. 

The   implication   for   RHI   design   is   straightforward:   for   all   small   scale   heat   installations   (all   domestic, 
commercial   or   industrial   installations   of   thermal   capacity   less   than   c.   20MW),   use   of   biomass   combustion 
should    not    be   incentivised:   incentives   should   be   limited   to   heat   electrification   (via   heat   pump 
technologies),   solar   thermal   and   geothermal.   In   the   case   of   large   scale   heat   installations,   incentives 



should   still   be   offered   for   the   technologies   just   mentioned;   additionally,   incentives   in   these   cases    might 
also   be   extended   to   include   biomass   combustion,   but   then   only   on   installations   that   are   demonstrated 
and   qualified   as   “CCS-ready”   -   given   that,   within   their   expected   lifetime,   it   is   highly   likely   that   the 
constraints   of   the   global   carbon   budget   may   require   them   either   to   cease   operation   or   to   become   net 
carbon   negative   via   CCS   retrofit. 

Design   Options   for   RHI 
On   the   basis   of   the   general   considerations   outlined   above,   we   now   provide   specific   responses   to 
applicable   questions   from   the   consultation. 

What   are   respondents’   views   on   the   inclusion   or   exclusion   of   the   ETS   sector? 

There   is   a   very   reasonable   argument   for   the   exclusion   of   the   ETS   sector;   however,   if   that   position   is 
adopted   then   all   bioenergy   based   technologies   should   be   excluded   (as,   due   to   their   small   scale,   they 
would   “lock   out”   CCS   retrofit,   and   therefore   commit   to   long   term   emissions-inefficient   allocation   of   highly 
constrained   bioenergy   resources,   whether   indigenous   or   imported). 

Do   respondents   agree   that   energy   efficiency   standards   should   be   included   as   part   of   the   RHI? 

Yes.   From   a   cumulative   CO 2    emissions   perspective   it   is   much   preferable   not   to   emit   it   in   the   first   place, 
rather   than   hope   to   be   able   to   remove   it   in   the   future.   Accordingly,   any   RHI   must   align   with   (first) 
minimising   energy   use. 

Do   respondents   agree   with   the   requirement   to   ensure   minimum   technology   standards   for   each 
technology   should   form   part   of   the   RHI? 

Yes.   In   the   specific   case   of   any   incentivised   combustion   of   biomass,   the   plant   must,   as   a   minimum, 
satisfy   the   requirements   to   be   regarded   as   “CCS   ready” . 3

The   DCCAE   is   minded   to   adopt   minimum   standards   for   PM   and   NOx   emissions   in   line   with   the   U.K., 
which   is   implemented   through   an   Emissions   Certificate   and   on-site   emission   testing   where   necessary   for 
biomass   appliances.   What   are   the   views   of   respondents   to   this   proposal? 

Clearly,   it   is   much   easier   and   cheaper   both   to   implement   and   monitor   compliance   with   PM   and   NOx 
emissions   standards   on   large   scale   combustion   plants   than   small   ones.   This   is   a   secondary   reason   to 
limit   any   incentive   support   for   biomass   combustion   to   large   scale   plants. 

The   DCCAE   could   include   a   maximum   biomass   lifecycle   emissions   eligibility   criterion   as   part   of   the 
sustainability   criteria   for   the   RHI.      What   are   respondents’   views   on   this? 

Given   the   priority   to   focus   all   available   climate   action   incentives   on   emissions   reductions   (and   maximise 
potential   to   achieve   nett   negative   emissions)   it   is   essential   to   ensure   differentiation   among   potential 
biomass   feedstocks,   based   on   lifecycle   emissions. 

Should   the   RHI   scheme   differentiate   tariffs   by   CO2   intensity   of   the   biomass?   If   not,   why   not? 

Per   the   previous   response,   yes,   incentives   should   certainly   differentiate   in   favour   of   the   least   emissions 
intensive   biomass   feedstocks. 
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Conclusion 
A   renewable   heat   incentive,   by   its   nature,   involves   committing   significant   exchequer   funding   over   a   very 
extended   period   of   time.   It   is   therefore   essential   that   the   design   of   such   a   scheme   make   the   maximum 
provision   for   flexibility   to   adapt   to   the   dynamically   changing   environment   (technical,   financial, 
socio-political)   over   that   extended   period.   Given   the   now   clear   imperative   to   maximise   CO2   emissions 
reductions,   to   hold   open   all   possibilities   for   rapid   deployment   of   nett   negative   emissions   technologies, 
and   the   very   limited   available   bioenergy   resource   nationally   and   internationally,   we   strongly   urge   that   the 
RHI    not    incentivise   investment   in   capital   infrastructure   that   would   lock   in   unabated   biomass   or   biofuel 
combustion.   This   means   not   incentivising   small   scale   biomass-fired   heat   installations,   or   biofuel 
(including   biogas   and   biomethane)   use   in   transport,   as   these   are   incompatible   with   CCS   deployment. 

Finally,   there   is,   of   course,   a   case   for   supporting   ongoing   development   of   the   indigenous   bioenergy 
industry   (in   the   context   of   minimising   lifecycle   bioenergy   emissions,   and   optimising   the   allocation   of   the 
Irish   land   resource   across   competing   uses).      We   propose   that   this   should   be   actively   pursued,   but 
separately   from   the   RHI,   and   actively   managed   to   avoid   lock   out   of   CCS   in   target   uses. 

 

 

  


